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Horst Jens, one of our readers, wrote
in  to  let  us  know  about  a  great
project he is involved with: teaching
Python to primary school students in
Austria.
The videos themselves are available
from the ShowMeDo website21, which
is a site that accepts user-submitted
videos  on  a  variety  of  software
topics. There is an area dedicated to
Python, but other languages are also
covered.
The  ShowMeDo  site  also  allows  for
users to create wiki spaces for their
content.  Horst  Jens  has  set  up  just
such  an  area  for  his  students22,
including  a  description  of  each
students'  presentation,  the  techno-
logy they are using and the source
code for their work.
The first student who we cover here is Leo, who demonstrates how to use PyDoc to understand
the buttonbox function of EasyGui. The screenshot shows him using DrPython23 to edit his code.
The presentation includes a  video of  Leo (on the right  of  the screen)  as he works,  and a
screencast (on the left) as he types
and  works.  English  subtitles  have
been added in order to be accessible
to an international audience.
Next  we  take  a  look  at  Lexi's
presentation. Lexi shows us how to
download a third-party module. 
Downloading a third-party module is
something  which  most  developers
will  have  to  tackle  and  is  done
differently  in  each  language.  Since
many important functions are often
provided by third-party modules, it is
important  to  be  comfortable  with
their installation and use.
In his  presentation,  Lexi  downloads
the  EasyGui  module.  He  then
performs a few tasks using DrPython
to  show  that  EasyGui  has  been
installed  successfully  and  how  it
may be used.
The  next  presentation  is  by  Chen,
21  http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=pythonJensFromKidsSeries
22  http://wiki.showmedo.com/index.php/PythonJensFromKidsSeries
23  http://drpython.sourceforge.net/
Leo demonstrating PyDoc and EasyGUI
Lexi demonstrating a third-party module
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who shows how to define a function using Rurple.
As the wiki puts it, 'Rurple is a very cool, pretty and multi-lingual learning environment for
python. It features a little robot that can only be moved forward and made [sic] a 90° left-turn,
but he understands some python commands! Using Rurple is a great way to learn/teach/use
python'.
These presentations show how Python can be used as a great introductory tool for learning
about  computers  and
programming  for  the  first  time.
The  video  and  screencast  media
really  show  how  familiar  the
students  are  with  what  they  are
doing.
It would be great if Python Papers
readers could visit the ShowMeDo
website  and  leave  their
comments.
The use of Python in education is
clearly  a  significant  topic  in  its
own right. In the previous article,
Michael  Tobis  presented  an
excellent  overview  of  Python  in
education.  As  can  be  seen,  Leo,
Lexi  and Chen have made some
fantastic videos. If  Python Papers
readers  know  of  any  other
examples of Python being used in
education, or would like to let us
know their views on this topic, we
would love to hear from you!
Chen demonstrating Rurple
